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#Protestiram: genesis

• Macedonia has seen an unprecedented grassroots 
mobilization in the last decade

• Radical left movements started in 2008; in 2009 –
protests against Skopje 2014

• 2011 – protests against police brutality, mobilization 
via social networks using the hashtag #protestiram

• 2012 – protests against the increase of utility costs; 
2013 – pro-opposition activists on the streets

• 2014, 2015, 2016 – protests & movements overload



Uprising on May the Fifth 2015

• The date when a number movements converged in a 
fierce anti-government protest

• New evidence on the cover up of Neshkoski’s murder 
and the reemergence of #protestiram

• Not the first attempt (previously failed attempt in 
February)

• Police brutality and the escalation of contention; 
diffusion of protest in 9 cities and in the diaspora

• 5-16 May – daily protests, tension built up; May 17–
big opposition + NGOs rally, followed by negotiations 
between political leaders that pacified the anger



Macedonia, May 2015



Uprising on April the Thirteenth 

2016 
• Almost a year of painful negotiation and political tug of 

war gave little progress. Most significant achievement: 
Special Prosecutor’s Office that started investigations 
against 56 political elite members; some were indicted

• April 12, 2016 – President Ivanov issues a blanket 
pardon for everyone. #Protestiram immediately rekindles; 
April 13, 2016 – President’s office stormed

• (Almost) daily protests; diffusion of the protest in up to 22 
cities; mobilization of the diaspora

• Color as a powerful weapon against Sk14, “colorful” as a 
way to mobilize different factions together

• However, there is a limited success; questionable 
whether there is solution in sight?



Macedonia, April-May 2016



#Protestiram as a new form of 

political (id)entity
• Sustained, innovative and confrontational direct 

action. “The real change is the new consciousness of 
people that their actions matter” – Stavrevska
(2016)

• Sharp contrast to predominant political culture (“the 
ruler’s sword won’t cut off the head of the obedient”)

• Broad political support (1/3 of the population 
supports it)

• Diffusion beyond Skopje – literally all of the country 
and the diaspora

• Ability to draw the contours of the new; inability to 
bury the old (at least not yet)



The ethnic perspective

• A few protests and movements tried to promote a 
beyond-ethnic discourse previously

• May 5, 2015 – Macedonian and Albanian flags tied 
together. #Protestiram is also #Protestoj. Common 
practice ever since. 

• May 9, 2015 – Kumanovo melee poses a crucial test. 
Passed greatly.

• Can a beyond-ethnic approach thrive in a multi-ethnic 
institutional/societal context?

• The emergence of ethnic Albanian social movements 
show the limitations of beyond-ethnic rhetoric



Kumanovo

Events 2015



The gender perspective

• “Women’s revolution” – in terms of numbers 
and importance

• Key faces of the revolution are women

• Reshaping of the discourse and the 
language

• Weaponized gender against the police, 
intruders and hooligans

• LGBTIQ+ flags often visible in the protests, 
pronounced solidarity with LGBTIQ+ 



Women in the front rows



The class perspective

• Notable presence and contribution of the 

new Left

• Left populist elements in the discourse, 

socio-economic contextualization, 

addressing inequalities, poverty, workers’ 

rights

• No class consciousness as of yet



The international/regional 

perspective
• The majority have ambivalent towards the role 

of international mediators / special envoys, but 
there is a growing awareness that “it is up to 
us” (birth of the demos?)

• Comparisons with different role models

• Linkages, cooperation and solidarity with 
transnational activists make people feel like 
finally Macedonia is part of the world

• Mobilizing the diaspora

• Partial awareness on the refugee crisis



The elephant in the room

• Uneasy relations, but no open confrontation between 
#Protestiram and the major opposition party (SDSM)

• The differences are in terms of methods of the 
struggle, but also in terms of the goals

• SDSM with its own share in the creation and 
fortification of authoritarian and corrupt governance; 
and many other problematic things

• #Protestiram has the brains, SDSM has the muscle. 
Politics, unfortunately is about brute force

• Could a new party make a change? The emergence 
of Levica as a threat to the VMRO-SDSM dichotomy, 
and the crackdown
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